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Canada has never been more flush with
female vocal talent. From famous names
Sarah McLachlan and Diana Krall, to a
growing cadre of singer/songwriters the
likes of Ember Swift, Serena Ryder, Sarah
Harmer and Emm Gryner. 

Carrie Horachek announced her arrival
on the scene last summer with her debut
album, Out The Car Window, produced
by Brock Skywalker of Captain Tractor.
In it, she lends a poet's perspective to the
commonplace experiences that make up
our daily lives. 

In the November/ December 2003 issue
of Canadian Musician, Ryan McLaughlin
called the CD an "assemblage of tunes
that illustrates the Saskatoon songstress'
ability to weave folk-pop with her funky
roots. ... With beautiful vocals and
comfortably catchy tunes, there's little
doubt this prairie pixie is on a road trip to
stardom." 

Prairie pixie? Well 'prairie' is bang on.
Whether you're listening to the CD or
watching a live show, Horachek's roots
are evident in her easy, open manner. Just
now, she's sharing her thoughts in a free-
ranging interview that swings from the
emotional catharsis of songwriting, to the
practical business of making a living as a
musician in Canada, to the politics of
commercial radio.

"When I think of commercial radio, I
think top 40. What they play is very
narrowly defined. That's not a bad thing,
they're fulfilling a niche. It's just that I'm
more interested in songwriting than I am
in selling to a market," Horachek says.

Though committed to the
singer/songwriter model, she does admit
her views on commercial radio have
softened. "When you produce a CD, you

learn that you have to sell it. You need to
connect with your audience, whether
they're the radio-listening audience or
not.

"I also started to listen more closely to
what was being played. I realized that
there are a lot of artists who I really enjoy
that have hit mainstream popularity.
Norah Jones is a great example of a very
surprising songwriter who has gotten a
lot of attention, and who's outside that
rock-pop formula. Kathleen Edwards is
another example."

The upshot, for Horachek, is that
commercial radio play isn't an
"expectation or a focus, but it's definitely
something you want to keep in mind and
be open to."

“I come home
to find my guitar
on my bed as if it

made love to
every word I
left there.”

Commercial radio is certainly open to her.
At her CD release party in Saskatoon last
June, a full house turned out to hear her
play. And not just family and friends, but
fans and local media. Community, CBC
and commercial radio all got behind the
CD, playing tracks like thumbed up a ride,
think about it, and branded. 

"The support from local media was
amazing," Horachek says. "There are a
lot of audiences that are really open to
the singer/songwriter in Canada right

now. Typically community radio and
CBC have been more open to those
things, so it was great to have support
from local commercial radio too."

For the singer/songwriter, it all comes
down to being heard. That's why
Horachek does what she does. "When
I'm writing songs, it's a self-absorbed
activity. At times, you start writing and
think, will real people like this? I don't
want that to be the determining factor,
but knowing that it's important in the
bigger picture lends itself to
songwriting," she says. "It's important to
feel like I'm making a difference, because
the music industry is a tough business.
You're always being evaluated, judged.
It's harsh.

"I was on my honeymoon in January, and
my husband and I had a lot of
conversations. I said, I just don't know
why my music matters. Then I came back
and started auditing a class at the U of S,
and all of the sudden it clicked. This is
part of our social vocabulary, our culture.
Whether you listen to lyrics or not, the
music still filters into our consciousness
and ideas about who we are."

The insight reflects another side of
Horachek's personality - the academic.
She was a grad student at the University
of Saskatchewan when she first took up
the guitar and started playing in the
folk/funk/rock band Leonard. The class
she audited was Gender and Popular
Music, in preparation for teaching it
during spring-summer session. It got her
thinking.

"People are resistant to trusting their own
reactions to popular music, and to
interpreting their reactions as a critical
commentary. I think a lot of students
want to be told the 'answer' - they think
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When singer/songwriter Carrie Horachek tells a story,
it's the stuff of everyday life - love, relationships,
ambition, good days and bad days. 

previously owned larger recreational
vehicles and are now downsizing.
They’re not yet ready to give up the
RV lifestyle, but are looking for a
vehicle that is easier and more
convenient to operate. 

The Japanese represent a very different
customer, however. "The
demographics in Japan aren’t the same
as the North American market. It’s
more of a family market. So we build a
slightly different floor plan for the
Japanese market. Those units have
more seats, because the customers are
younger, with children," says Rumpel.

While Pleasure-Way’s export activity is
expanding, Rumpel stresses that the
North American market is the primary
focus. "We’ve got about all we can
handle, just with the North American
market."

Manufacturing activities are now
spread out over five buildings and
80,000 square feet. A fifth building,
measuring 20,000 square feet, was
constructed last year.

The Rumpels are quick to attribute
their success to their hard-working
employees, including 15 who have
been with Pleasure-Way since day one.
"Our employees make everything work
so well. Good employees are at the
core of every successful business.
We’ve got a great bunch here. They
take a lot of pride in what they do, 
and that is really reflected in the end
results. That’s what keeps everybody
going."

The leadership of Merv Rumpel has
also been a guiding light over the
years, according to his sons. "My dad
exemplifies leadership. The way he
conducts himself – his values, fairness
and old-fashioned work ethic –
translates to everyone in this company.
That’s why we are where we are
today," Rumpel says. 
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there's a secret answer. So they'll react to
music emotionally but not be able to
articulate why. That's the missing link,
that's what you hope to fill in, to get
people used to listening all the way
through a song, so they're able to
understand their reaction to it."

Getting people to listen is at the core of
what Horachek does. Lyrics are the heart
and soul of her music. She believes in the
songwriter as storyteller. 

"You pull out everyday banal images that
serve to set a scene that audiences can
connect with. Vocals are upfront, you can
hear the words and you use
instrumentation to flavour the story. If
you're a songwriter, you want your story,
your vocals, your mood to come across."

Still, after swimming against the Top 40
current, Horachek says she has finally
started to accept that "in some music, the
lyrics simply aren't important - and they're
not meant to be important. Feeling is
more important than content."

“I'm shaking 
my tail with

everybody who's
trying to be

different just like
me. We're after
the same brand 

of individuality.”
That's quite a concession. Real life has a
way of opening your eyes to more than
your own opinion. Horachek has spent her
fair share of time staring out the car
window on long drives between gigs. She
has played every kind of venue, from
coffee houses where the audiences are
enthused and attentive, to bars where the
patrons are ... not. 

"I remember, one time, I showed up to
play a gig in Calgary and I was singing
into a microphone duct-taped to a
broomstick anchored in a milk crate. And

the mic cord ran across this table of six
women, who were drinking and having a
good time and not at all interested in me."

She played through. "You just have to tell
yourself, okay, not a good night. It's
humbling, but it's part of your growth." 

One of Horachek's strengths is the ability
to shrug off the not-so-good nights and
focus forward. Right now, she's thinking
about her next album. She's also staying
involved behind the scenes. She's just
finished serving two years on the board of
the Saskatchewan Recording Industry
Association (SRIA), including six months
as president, and she's currently on the
national advisory board for the Foundation
to Assist Canadian Talent on Record
(FACTOR). On her website, she's posted
a call for support for FACTOR. 

For Horachek, advocacy and support are
vital to the survival of the Canadian music
industry. "I know it's hard sometimes for
some people to justify tax dollars going to
things like art and music and culture, but I
think the first thing that's forgotten is the
huge economic impact of these industries.
The kind of dollars we've brought into the
province through federal grants that get
spent in Saskatchewan - on recording
studios, graphic arts, photography - it's all
money that gets invested back into the
community," she says. 

With much of her energy going into
teaching and industry advocacy, is
Horachek afraid she'll lose her focus on
the music? Not a bit. "I like the fact that
there's something else contributing to my
music. You can get too caught up in the
criticism and image, because your living
depends on it. But it's way more fun when
you can just go out there and blow off
steam.

"There is tremendous opportunity for solo
artists in Canada right now. Now is the
time, it really is. Audiences are getting
overwhelmed with the flash and glitter of
commercial music, they're looking for
something more authentic."

Authentic. It's the calling card of a new
generation of female singer/songwriters,
and it's Carrie Horachek's brand. 
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Preferences, dislikes and little quirks are
often evident in landscaping choices. My
own personal quirk, when it comes to
plants, is that if I can’t eat them I’m not
interested in caring for them. My potted
herb selection reflects that.

Whether you’re updating your yard or
considering a radical change, here are
expert tips on putting a personal stamp
on your outdoor space.

Think of Your Yard as
an Outdoor Room
Megan Payne of Wilson’s Greenhouse
and Garden Centre points out that if you
think of your yard as an extension of your
home, you may find it easier to imagine
creative changes or additions. You use
your kitchen for cooking, your TV room
for watching TV, your bedroom for
sleeping – what do you want to do in
your backyard? If your answer is sleep,
plant trees to hang a hammock or design
around your existing hammock tree to
make it more private. If you want to
entertain, design a deck that’s big enough
to hold 20 guests. If you want to relax in
beautiful and fragrant surroundings,
install garden paths and benches, plant
flowers and consider raised beds for
growing vegetables.

Look at the Big Picture
Landscape experts take cues from their
clients’ homes when making
recommendations. Neil Robinson of

Garden Architecture and Design walks
through both house and yard to get an
overall feel for the type of surroundings a
client prefers. He makes suggestions
based on his observations. You can do the
same thing by asking yourself some basic
questions.

First, take a look at aesthetics. From a
beauty standpoint, looking at the big
picture involves determining how you
want to use your backyard. Do you want
a secluded reading spot or your own
holiday area at home? Do you want to
host neighbourhood barbecues or suntan
on your deck? Industry trends show that
many people are looking for more privacy
than the traditional raised deck provides.
They want shade, quiet and a relaxing
outdoor area away from neighbours’ eyes.
Some homeowners want more than one
deck, each with different functions. Once
you know what you want, you can
organize your outdoor spaces to meet
your needs.

Second, look at functionality, particularly
water flow. Is the area around your home
properly drained? If soil angles toward
your house, rather than away from it,
moisture in your yard will flow toward
your home and eventually damage the
foundation. That can lead to damp
basements and unhealthy indoor
environments – primarily from mould. It
can cost thousands of dollars in
improvements simply to maintain your
property value. 

According to James Polley at Allan’s
Landscaping, Ltd. dealing with water
flow problems to prevent potentially
devastating problems in both new and
older homes is a common part of the job.
Redirecting roof drainage can be part of
the treatment. Proper landscaping
prevents water draining along house
foundations, channelling it instead to
areas of your yard that need water. Also,
soil built up around your home acts as an
insulator – 30% of heat is lost through
basements. Combined with a proper
slope away from your home, your
basement will stay warmer and drier. 

Landscape consultants
can integrate time and
cost saving devices into
new and redone yard

designs. Directing slopes
toward tree roots,

for example, can give
your trees extra water
every time it rains… 
without your having

to lift a finger.

Like home decor, your yard, garden or patio can be an
extension of your personality and lifestyle. 
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